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Abstract:  

The EMI project delivers quality approved components with unique features to the 

community around distributed computing infrastructures. The first release EMI-1 will be 

available at April 2011 including several new features to either harmonize ARC, gLite, and 

UNICORE components or improve the wide variety of services that EMI delivers. This 

document highlights those development plans that will lead to new interesting features as 

part of EMI-1. It informs the community of what new features and component improvements 

we can expect from many of the known key components previously shipped separately to the 

community being united now as part of the EMI distribution. The community can explore of 

how the first step towards harmonization of ARC, gLite and UNICORE looks like with a 

special emphasize on information publishing in the EMI-1 release. Furthermore, the 

community can already plan with this document which interesting new features the EMI 

storage elements dCache, DPM, and StoRM offer to end-users as part of EMI-1. All in all, 

these new features will be standard-compliant where possible and thoroughly quality 

checked before being released to the community.  
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1. EMI DELIVERS UNIQUE KEY COMPONENTS TO OUR DCI COMMUNITY 
 

The European Middleware Initiative (EMI) is a collaboration of the three major middleware providers 

in Europe, ARC, gLite, and UNICORE, as well as dCache known in the storage area since a long time. 

EMI delivers a consolidated set of components relevant for the deployment within distributed 

computing infrastructures such as the European Grid Infrastructure (EGI) or the Partnership for 

Advanced Computing in Europe (PRACE).  

In terms of developments, EMI significantly extends the interoperability between components of the 

different middleware consortia making it easier for collaborating infrastructures that deploy EMI 

components to interoperate. Other key developments strengthen the reliability of the EMI services 

while at the same time being open to fulfil recent requirements of the user community. All in all, the 

development plans work towards the sustainability of the EMI services by replacing wherever possible 

proprietary technology with off-the-shelf components, improving their standards adoption rate and 

implementing industry standard quality assurance methodologies. 

As a consequence of these developments, EMI delivers a consolidated and streamlined set of services 

and components from ARC, gLite, UNICORE and dCache by refactoring existing components, 

adopting open standards and phasing out duplicate and obsolete components from the original 

software packages. EMI will also enable effective and efficient operations of the DCIs by improving 

the existing services with new required functionality focusing on usability, manageability and service 

operations. EMI is able to deliver such components, because the consortium follows and anticipates 

the needs of the growing DCI usage by investigating and adopting technologies that will improve 

scalability, reliability, and performance of the EMI services and components. 

The aim of this particular document is to inform the DCI community about planned new development 

efforts that are undertaken to realize the aforementioned high-level plans and objectives. It will 

highlight those middleware developments, evolutions, and integration activities that are relevant for 

the first release EMI-1 available at April 2011. This release is not created in isolation meaning that its 

relevance and usability is significantly increased by the fact that EMI is actively managing user 

requirements in collaboration with infrastructures and community projects and initiatives such as EGI, 

PRACE, or National Grid Initiatives (NGIs). 

The manifold benefits of the EMI-1 release and its developments are described in context of each of 

the new development plans. But in general, many experts with unique expertise working in the field of 

DCIs since many years and are directly or indirectly involved in the developments of the EMI-1 

components. This enables developments that not only meet the needs of end-users but rather exceed 

the needs with pro-active developments since the EMI experts know what challenges can be expected 

next when working with the EMI components on DCIs taking lessons learned into account.  

Another key benefit of the EMI components in general and this EMI-1 release in particular is the 

support chain, which in turn is in-line with production infrastructures such as EGI. This enables a 

seamless support for any of the EMI-1 components including their new development features. 

Although problems with components are not expected since EMI adopted a very strong quality 

assurance program, EMI is well prepared in case problems arise that needs to be solved quickly, but in 

a coherent and user-friendly manner. 

Finally, EMI is open to feature requests from the community in general and from the end-users in 

particular. Feel free to suggest new interesting features to the developers by approaching EMI project 

members at events directly or by forwarding your feature requests to the corresponding production 

DCI where EMI components are deployed or considered to be used. EMI is surely able to develop or 

streamline solutions that address those requirements that in turn will be seamlessly integrated into the 

broader EMI component ecosystem. This avoids incompatibilities and ensures that new features can be 

used together with the existing EMI software components deployed on production DCIs. 
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2. EMI-1 FEATURES AT A GLANCE FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 

 

We experience a rapid evolution within our community that is not only about the changes of 

distributed computing infrastructure setups but also about the integration of emerging technologies 

from scientific community software providers as well as from the industry. 

The following table provides an overview of the EMI-1 release features that will be described in more 

detail throughout this document. 

 

 GLUE1.3 
Publishing 

GLUE2 
Publishing 

GLUE2 
Retrieval 

SRM /  
HTTPS 

HTTP(S) 
ACCESS 

NFS4.1 
(POSIX) 

GPFS,  
LUSTRE 
(POSIX) 

HTTPS 
(w/o 
GSI) 

SAML  
Assertions 

Release 

Storage  
Elements 

         

dCache X X  X X X  X  

DPM X X   X beta    

STORM X X   X  X   

Compute 
Elements 

         

A-REX  X        

CREAM  X        

WMS  X        

UNICORE  X        

ARC* Client   X       

UCC  Client   X       

Others          

LCG_UTIL/  
GFAL 

  X       

BDII X X X       

VOMS        X X 

 

All components of the EMI-1 release will be thoroughly tested and quality checked, including new 

developments that address the above mentioned features. Only certified components that match or 

exceed the quality expectations and guidelines will be considered for the inclusion into the EMI-1 

release. 

EMI-1 release components that adopt open standards will be also checked for compliance with the 

corresponding standard. This ensures that the components have adopted the standard in a correct 

manner realizing interoperability among all the EMI components that adopt the corresponding 

standard. 

The remaining sections in this chapter will provide more details about the EMI-1 release components 

that will have new developed features. Adopted standards in context of these new developments will 

also be shortly described as well.  
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2.1. HARMONIZED COMPONENTS IN THIS DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

 

The following components provide major new features as part of the EMI-1 release or will come with 

significant improvement in certain areas. 

dCache 

The dCache component element is a system for storing and retrieving huge amounts of data, 

distributed among a large number of heterogenous server nodes, under a single virtual filesystem tree 

with a variety of standard access methods. 

The dCache storage element will have numerous new features such as the GLUE2 support (see 

Section 3.2) or the usage of SRM via plain HTTP(S) (see Section 3.3). Apart from this, dCache 

provides data access via standards-based HTTP(S) (see Section 3.4) as well as POSIX through NFS4.1 

(see Section 3.5). Apart from these major features, the dCache component within the EMI-1 release 

will have several other improvements and features that are as follows: 

 Web access via WebDav: dCache will provide WebDav-based access using WebDav 

authentication via username/password. 

 dCache Web interface: Authenticated and authorized Web interface to manage pools and 

other system components 

 Data re-balancing: Re-balancing data on pools after new pools are added or filled in an 

unbalanced manner. 

A summary of the provided major features of the dCache system can be found in the following table: 

 GLUE1.3  

Publishing 

GLUE2  

Publishing 

SRM /  

HTTP(S) 

HTTP(S) 

ACCESS 

NFS4.1 

(POSIX) 

dCache X X X X X 

 

DPM 

 

The Disk Pool Manager (DPM) is a lightweight solution for disk storage management (ease of 

installation, configuration, low effort of maintenance), while providing all required functionality of a 

Grid storage solution (support for multiple disk server nodes, different space types, multiple file 

replicas in disk pools, etc.). 

 

The DPM component will have numerous new features such as the GLUE2 support (see Section 3.2), 

access via standards-based HTTP(S) (see Section 3.4) as well as POSIX through NFS4.1 (see Section 

3.5). Apart from these major features, the DPM component within the EMI-1 release will have several 

other improvements and features that are as follows:  

 

 Improved drain performance: DPM will speed up the draining of data pools in case of 

hardware maintenance or decommissioning 

 Instrumentation of disk servers monitoring: DPM will improve the internal monitoring 

capabilities in order to provide more pieces of information to track down problems more 

easily. 

 Instrumentation of disk servers management of streams of pools: DPM will provide 

mechanisms to steer the number of streams from individual pools to better manage resources. 

 Support for Roles: DPM will enable „priorities‟ that can be given to particular roles 
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A summary of the provided major features of the DPM system can be found in the following table: 

 

 GLUE1.3  

Publishing 

GLUE2  

Publishing 

HTTP(S) 

ACCESS 

NFS4.1 

(POSIX) 

DPM X X X beta 

 

STORM 

The StoRM component is a service compliant with the SRM standard (see Section 2.2) being able to 

manage any POSIX file systems supporting the Access Control List (ACL) mechanism, including high 

performance storage systems based on cluster file systems (e.g. IBM GPFS, Oracle/SUN Lustre). 

The StoRM component will have numerous new features such as the GLUE2 support (see Section 

3.2), access via standards-based HTTP(S) (see Section 3.4) as well as POSIX through file systems 

such as GPFS or Lustre (see Section 3.5). Apart from these major features, the DPM component 

within the EMI-1 release will have several other improvements and features that are as follows:  

 

 High availability: StoRM will provide a cluster solution for high availability 

 Log analyzer: The EMI-1 release will provide an administrative tool to interrogate StoRM 

log files more easily. 

 

A summary of the provided major features of the StoRM system can be found in the following table: 

 
 GLUE1.3  

Publishing 

GLUE2  

Publishing 

HTTP(S) 

ACCESS 

 

GPFS, 

LUSTRE 

(POSIX) 

StoRM X X X X 

 

 

WMS 

The Workload Managing Service (WMS) receives requests for a job execution from a client, finds the 

required appropriate resources, then dispatches and follows them up until completion. 

The WMS component will have the major new feature of exposing pieces of information compliant 

with the GLUE2 schema (see Section 3.1). Apart from this, the WMS component within the EMI-1 

release will have the following other improvement: 

 Adaptive Feedback Mechanism: Mechanism to migrate jobs stuck in blocking queues 

A summary of the provided major features of the WMS component can be found in the following 

table:  

 
 GLUE2  

Publishing 

WMS X 
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CREAM 

The CREAM service is a simple, lightweight service for job management operations representing the 

most recent gLite computing element.  

The CREAM component will have the major new feature of exposing pieces of information compliant 

with the GLUE2 schema (see Section 3.1). A summary of the provided major features of the WMS 

component can be found in the following table:  

 
 GLUE2  

Publishing 

CREAM X 

 

UNICORE – Compute - BES 

UNICORE provides several Web services that can be used for computational job submission and 

management including data-staging.  

The UNICORE Compute component (including the BES standard adoption) will have the major new 

feature of exposing pieces of information compliant with the XML rendering of the GLUE2 schema 

(see Section 3.1). A summary of the provided major features of the UNICORE Compute component 

can be found in the following table:  

 
 GLUE2  

Publishing 

UNICORE 

(Compute) 

X 

 

UNICORE Command-line client 

The UNICORE Command-line client (UCC) works with the UNICORE Compute and Data solutions. 

The UCC (including the BES standard plugins) will have the major new feature of retrieving pieces of 

information compliant with the XML rendering of the GLUE2 schema (see Section 3.1). A summary 

of the provided major features of the UCC component can be found in the following table:  

 
 GLUE2 

Retrieval 

UCC X 

 

ARC Computing Element (A-REX) 

The ARC computing element A-REX implements job execution functions used for a large variety of 

computational resources.  

The ARC computing element A-REX will have the feature of exposing pieces of information 

compliant with the GLUE2 schema (see Section 3.1). Apart from this, the ARC computing element 

within the EMI-1 release will have the following other improvement: 

 Janitor : As part of the ARC computing element, the internal component janitor will be 

providing a dynamic Runtime Environment (RTE) management 
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 Data-staging: The internal data-staging component within the ARC computing element will  

be completely re-written in order to support complex VO use cases, priority throttling, and 

bandwidth management. 

A summary of the provided major features of the ARC Computing element can be found in the 

following table:  

 
 GLUE2  

Publishing 

A-REX X 

 

ARC* Client 

The ARC* Client works with the ARC Computing Element. 

The ARC* Client will have the feature of retrieving pieces of information compliant with the XML 

rendering of the GLUE2 schema (see Section 3.1). A summary of the provided major features of the 

ARC* Client component can be found in the following table:  

 
 GLUE2 

Retrieval 

ARC* 

Client 

X 

 

LCG_UTIL / GFAL 

The client solution lcg_util works with any storage elements within the EMI software stack. 

The lcg_util / GFAL Client will have the feature of retrieving pieces of information compliant with the 

GLUE2 schema (see Section 3.1). A summary of the provided major features of the lcg_util / GFAL 

Client component can be found in the following table:  

 
 GLUE2 

Retrieval 

LCG_UTIL 

/ GFAL 

X 

 

VOMS 

The VOMS service releases signed attribute statements about individuals stating group or VO 

membership as well as role possession. 

VOMS will have the feature of being contacted with the HTTPS protocol instead of the HTTPG 

protocol (see Section 3.7). Furthermore, VOMS will support the release of signed SAML assertions 

that include attributes of users such as group or VO membership (see Section 3.6). Apart from this, the 

VOMS service within the EMI-1 release will have the following other improvement: 

 Improved database support : Support will be added for external VO membership databases 

 REST Protocol support : A Restful interface for obtaining X.509 attribute certificates will be 

provided. 
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A summary of the provided major features of the VOMS component can be found in the following 

table:  

 
 HTTPS 

(w/o GSI) 

SAML 

Assertions 

Release 

VOMS  X X 
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2.2. ADOPTED OPEN STANDARDS RELEVANT FOR COMPONENT DEVELOPMENTS 

 

Many features of the EMI-1 release are directly or indirectly related to open standards. Open standards 

are developed and released from Standard Development Organizations (SDO) and several of them 

play a role in the Grid community in general and for EMI in particular. The following table provides 

an overview of the SDOs releasing standards relevant for the EMI-1 release. 

 

SDO Abbreviation Relevant EMI-1 Standards 

Internet Engineering Task Force IETF NFS 

Open Grid Forum OGF GLUE2, BES, SRM 

Organization for the Advancement of Structured 

Information Standards 

OASIS SAML 

 

The relevant standards of the EMI-1 release will be shortly introduced in this section while referencing 

standard specifications where possible. The following table provides an overview of the adopted and 

relevant standards related to the new developments of the EMI-1 release. 

 

Open 

Standard 

Area SDO 

BES Compute OGF 

GLUE2 Information  OGF 

NFS Data IETF 

SAML Security OASIS 

SRM Data OGF 

 

BES 

The Basic Execution Services (BES) specification represents one of the most widely adopted open 

standard for computing in Grids today. The three major elements of the BES specification [R4] are the 

state model for job-related activities on the Grid as well as two portTypes to submit and manage 

computational activities. Several EMI components adopted this standard in the past and identified 

some areas of improvements of this standard that are addressed within the Production Grid 

Infrastructure (PGI) working group within OGF. EMI significantly contributes to the PGI working 

group by having members from each middleware consortium present. 

 

GLUE2 

The GLUE2 information model represents a well-established standard in the community. It is used to 

publish information about the wide variety of services available in distributed computing 

infrastructures. The two major elements of the GLUE2 specification [R1] are the conceptual model for 

computing services and storage services both being relevant to EMI in general and its EMI-1 release in 

particular. EMI contributed to the definition of GLUE2 in the past and continue to push the definition 

of the XML Rendering specification needed for the EMI-1 release for various components.  
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SAML 

The Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is an OASIS standard consisting of a set of 

specifications [R6] widely adopted in industry. SAML is an XML-based framework for 

communicating user authentication, entitlement, and attribute information. In EMI the latter part 

elements are most important for Grid attribute authorities currently represented by VOMS. Attribute 

authorities can make use of SAML to make assertions regarding the identity, attributes, and 

entitlement of an end-user or another entity (i.e. server identity). EMI aims to broadly adopt this 

standard in many components starting with the provisioning of an attribute authority that will release 

signed SAML assertions. 

 

SRM 

The Storage Resource Manager (SRM) specification in version 2.2 represents a widely adopted open 

standard specification in the area of storage management. The major elements of the SRM 

specification [R2] are common type definitions for storages as well as functions (e.g. space 

management, directory functions, data transfer functions, etc.). All EMI storage elements adopted this 

standard and EMI members actively contribute to the improvement of the specification in the 

corresponding working group. 

 

NFS 

The Network File System (NFS) protocol specification is a protocol to access files over a network in a 

manner similar to how local storage is typically accessed. It is an open standard defined in RFC5661 

[R5] released from the Internet Engineering Task Force. The particular version of interest for this 

EMI-1 release is version 4.1 that includes the parallel NFS support. The EMI storage elements have a 

particular interest in adopting this standard to enable POSIX-like file access and to be able being 

mounted by NFS-based systems. 
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3. EMI-1 DEVELOPMENT PLANS PROVIDING DISTINGUISHED FEATURES 

 

The EMI-1 release will provide some major distinguished features to the Grid community that are 

described in this chapter in more detail. 

3.1. GLUE2 INFORMATION PUBLISHING FOR COMPUTING SERVICES AND CLIENTS 

 

One of the objectives of the EMI project is to broaden the usage of GLUE2 across all EMI 

components and this particular section focuses on those with computing capabilities. It is thus planned 

that these EMI-1 Release components will publish information compliant with the GLUE2 

information model schema. An overview of the relevant EMI components can be found in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: GLUE2 Information publishing for computing services and clients as part of EMI-1. 

 

As shown in Figure 1, the here described EMI-1 feature will enable different middleware computing 

services from ARC, gLite, and UNICORE with the functionality to expose their information using 

GLUE2. These pieces of information consist of numerous details about the corresponding computing 

services and clients that are described using the GLUE2 conceptual model of the computing service 

entity of the GLUE2 specification [R1]. While a full description can be found in this specification, we 

describe a few aspects of the GLUE2 model in context to understand this feature in more detail. 

Computing Service Entity Description 

EMI services will be described with this major entity that stands for compute capabilities. This 

description includes details about the computing jobs managed by this service, for example, the Total 

Jobs that expose the total number of Grid jobs currently known to this service. 

The resources behind one specific Computing Service are described via other entities including the 

Computing Manager, Execution Environment, Application Environment, Application Handle, and 

Benchmark Entities. Apart from them, a Computing Endpoint is part of the Compute Service 

description. 

Computing Endpoint Entity Description 

A specific instance of an EMI Computing Service will be formed by a Computing Endpoint that in 

turn exposes an interface for job submission and control. This description includes details about the 

supported interfaces and status of this service, for example, the Health State that represents the health 

of the endpoint in terms of its capability of properly delivering its functionalities. 

The aforementioned pieces of information and entities related to computing capabilities are only a few 

examples. For the full set of attributes that will be supported in this EMI-1 feature we refer to the 
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GLUE2 specification [R1]. The overall EMI-1 release feature is broken down in the following support 

within the different EMI components. 

A-REX and ARC*-Client 

The most existing components of the ARC computing Element based on A-REX adopt already the 

GLUE2 standard including the ARC*-Client based on the libarc_client library. Nevertheless, the 

adoption must be finalized and will be part of the EMI-1 release. 

CREAM and WMS 

CREAM and WMS have adopted the GLUE schema in version 1.3. The general mechanism of 

describing these services with the GLUE schema will be updated towards using the GLUE2 

information model. In the WMS, this will mainly affect the matchmaker module. 

UNICORE and UCC 

The current UNICORE version 6.3 already offers GLUE2 compliant information about its compute 

part through its internal information provider component and as part of the OGSA-BES 

implementation. This is also the case for the UCC component including its OGSA-BES plugin. 

Nevertheless, this adoption is based on a proprietary XML rendering and once the official XML 

rendering specification of GLUE2 will be available, UNICORE as well as the UCC will be updated 

for the EMI-1 release. 

BDII 

As one of the EMI information systems, the BDII is responsible to collect and expose the pieces of 

information provided by the different EMI components. The BDII will therefore be able to expose 

GLUE2-specific information of the aforementioned Computing Services in a consistent manner. 

 

Summary and Benefits 

 

 GLUE2 Publishing GLUE2 Retrieval 

A-REX X  

ARC*-Client  X 

CREAM X  

WMS X  

UNICORE (Compute) X  

UCC  X 

BDII X X 

 

To sum up, the broad adoption of the GLUE2 information model within EMI components enables a 

consistent description of capabilities and service information across the different technologies. It 

ensures that the common semantics of the GLUE2 specification can be compared and understood 

while all services preserve their distinguished features.  

The major benefit of this EMI-1 release feature is thus that information services (as the BDII) can 

expose details of EMI computing services across different technologies in a consistent manner. 
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3.2. GLUE2 INFORMATION PUBLISHING FOR STORAGE SERVICES AND CLIENTS 

 

As part of the EMI objective related to the broadening and usage of GLUE2 across all EMI 

components also storage elements are involved. It is planned that the storage elements of the EMI-1 

Release components will publish information compliant with the GLUE2 information model schema. 

An overview of the relevant EMI components can be found in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: GLUE2 Information publishing for storage services and clients as part of EMI-1. 

 

As shown in Figure 2, the here described EMI-1 feature will enable the three different storage 

elements DPM, STORM, and dCache with the functionality to expose their information using GLUE2. 

These pieces of information consist of numerous details about the corresponding storage services and 

clients that are described using the GLUE2 conceptual model of the Storage Service entity of the 

GLUE2 specification [R2]. While a full description can be found in this specification, we describe a 

few aspects of the GLUE2 model in context to understand this feature in more detail. 

Storage Service Entity Description 

EMI storage elements will be described with this major entity that stands for storage capabilities. This 

description includes details about the underlying Storage Capacities entities managed by this service, 

for example, exposing for each the Free Size that refers to the amount of storage which is free for new 

data to be stored. 

Further pieces of information of the Storage Service are described via other entities including the 

Storage Manager, Storage Share, and Storage Access Protocol. Apart from them, a Storage Endpoint 

may be part of the Storage Service description. 

Storage Endpoint Entity Description 

A specific instance of an EMI Storage Service will be formed by a Storage Endpoint that in turn 

exposes an interface to manage different data shares. This description includes details about the 

supported interfaces and status of this service, for example, the Health State that represents the health 

of the endpoint in terms of its capability of properly delivering its storage functionalities. 

The aforementioned pieces of information and entities related to storage element capabilities are only 

a few examples. For the full set of the attributes of the descriptions that will be supported in this EMI-

1 feature we refer to the GLUE2 specification [R1]. The overall EMI-1 release feature is broken down 

in the following support within the different EMI storage elements. 
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DPM, STORM, and dCache 

These EMI components already publish pieces of information using the GLUE information model in 

version 1.3. A smooth transition to the GLUE2 schema will be done by exposing the former GLUE1.3 

data in parallel to GLUE2.  

Initially, the content of these descriptions will be the same for all storage elements, but over time, the 

information published with GLUE2 will become richer. 

 

LCG_UTIL/GFAL 

As part of the EMI-1 release, it is planned that the LCG_UTIL/GFAL component will be able to 

retrieve GLUE2 information of relevant storage elements. The corresponding service discovery library 

in this component will be restructured to work with GLUE2-compliant pieces of information. This will 

enable the LCG_UTIL/GFAL tool to continue supporting DPM, STORM, and dCache being also able 

to work with the GLUE2 pieces of information that is becoming richer over time. 

 

BDII 

As one of the EMI information systems, the BDII is responsible to collect and expose the pieces of 

information provided by the different EMI components. The BDII will therefore be able to expose 

GLUE2-specific information of the aforementioned storage elements DPM, STORM, and dCache in a 

consistent manner. 

 

Summary and Benefits 

 

 GLUE2 Publishing GLUE2 Retrieval 

DPM X  

dCache X  

STORM X  

LCG_UTIL/GFAL  X 

BDII X X 

 

To sum up, the broad adoption of the GLUE2 information model within EMI components enables a 

consistent description of capabilities and service information across the different technologies. It 

ensures that the common semantics of the GLUE2 specification can be compared and understood 

while all services preserve their distinguished features known for the aforementioned storage 

elements.  

The major benefit of this EMI-1 release feature is thus that information services (as the BDII) can 

expose details of EMI storage services across different technologies in a consistent manner. Although 

GLUE1.3 is already largely adopted, the transition to GLUE2 will enable a much richer description of 

the storage elements. With this, end-users have a much better knowledge about the storage capacities 

and have more precise set of details about the corresponding storage element. 
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3.3. STANDARDS- BASED SRM OVER HTTP(S) ACCESS TO DCACHE 

 

Some SRM-compliant EMI storage elements depend on the proprietary protocol named as Grid 

Security Infrastructure (GSI) known to be developed by the Globus technology. The advantage of this 

protocol relies in its handling of X.509 proxy credentials with the particular unique feature of 

providing credential delegation. 

But the adoption of this Grid community specific proprietary interface represents a hindrance to the 

wider use of the storage elements in EMI beyond the current deployments. The current trend of 

integrating also storage resources seamlessly in the Web/Clouds requires open standard protocols such 

as HTTPS (HTTP/SSL) where still X.509 credentials can be used, but in a more widely used manner. 

Therefore, the EMI-1 release will provide one SRM-compliant storage element that can be used 

without HTTPG connections. This storage element will be the dCache component and it should be 

noted that this particular feature will be part of EMI-1 but without delegation functionalities. 

Nevertheless, EMI already explores on how alternatives for delegation will look like and which other 

storage elements can follow in the adoption of the HTTP(S) standard essentially removing the 

dependency on the proprietary GSI protocol HTTPG. 

 

Figure 3: Using HTTP(S) instead of proprietary HTTPG for the SRM protocol adopted by dCache. 

 

dCache Server and Client 

As shown in Figure 3, the dCache server will offer its SRM-compliant functionalities [R2] via HTTPS 

instead of HTTPG. The dCache client will be able to use these functionalities without the need to use 

GSI connections being thus interoperable with the dCache server. For backwards compatibility and for 

the interoperability with other storage elements HTTPG connections will still be possible. 

Summary and Benefits 

Although only one SRM-compliant storage element is being standardized in terms of HTTP(S), it 

enables various benefits and most notably allows for the integration in Web based systems much more 

seamlessly. This represents a competitive advantage to all other storage elements becoming a relevant 

technology for the upcoming data tsunami [R3] where a lot of data management above storages 

aspects might be done via Web-based systems to ease the use for the so-called citizen-scientists. 

 SRM / HTTPS SRM / HTTPG 

dCache Server  X X 

dCache Client X X 
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3.4. STANDARDS- BASED HTTP(S) ACCESS TO ALL STORAGE COMPONENTS 

 

EMI provides matured solutions to the Grid community, but also responds to the need of current 

trends such as the broad usage of Web-based systems. In this context, it is essential that the EMI 

storage elements DPM, STORM, and dCache with their unique stored data (e.g. LHC experiments) 

support standard-based Web protocols such as HTTP(S). In this sense, HTTP is not only a protocol for 

Web sites anymore and has become the standard way of accessing data within organization as well as 

across large distances.  

The adoption of HTTP within the EMI storage elements also lays the foundation for more advanced 

protocols such as WebDAV being a well-established extension to HTTP. 

 

Figure 4: Standard-based HTTP(S) data access of the three EMI storage elements. 

 

DPM, STORM, and dCache 

As shown in Figure 4, the EMI-1 release will provide the HTTP(S) feature for all of its three storage 

elements DPM, STORM, and dCache. In addition, dCache will also offer WebDAV access that is 

planned for a broader adoption in other storage elements too depending on EMI customer feedback. 

 

Summary and Benefits 

The broad adoption of HTTP(S) in the EMI storage elements will enable various benefits and most 

notably allows for the integration in Web based systems for data access much more seamlessly. This 

represents a necessary evolution step of the storage elements becoming a relevant technology for the 

upcoming data tsunami [R3] where a lot of data access to storages might be done via Web-based 

systems to ease the use for the so-called citizen-scientists. 

 HTTP(S) ACCESS 

DPM  X 

STORM X 

dCache X 
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3.5. STANDARD DATA ACCESS THROUGH MOUNTED FILE SYSTEMS 

 

The Grid community faces more and more integration of components from commercial software 

providers and thus EMI has to compete with industry solutions. One of the fields relevant to industry 

as well is the access of data through mounted file systems offering a POSIX standard-based file 

access. To provide an example, the EMI-1 release will provide the feature that at least one storage 

element (i.e. dCache) can be mounted as a regular NFS server providing POSIX file access. 

 

Figure 5: Standards-based POSIX data access of the three EMI storage elements. 

 

DPM, STORM, and dCache 

As shown in Figure 5, the EMI-1 release will provide POSIX-based access in all the three EMI storage 

elements DPM, STORM, and dCache. This will be achieved in different ways by the EMI storage 

elements DPM, dCache and STORM. On the one hand dCache will provide a full NFS 4.1 access in 

the EMI-1 release, while it is planned that the DPM storage element will also provide a beta version of 

NFS 4.1 access. StoRM on the other hand uses the available mechanism of the underlying file system 

such as GPFS or Lustre.  

Summary and Benefits 

Industry and commercial software providers are faced with an increasing grow of data as the 

scientifically-driven Grid community does. As a consequence, commercial providers work on 

solutions as within the context of NFS that enables the use of more than one data server since version 

4.1. The resulting possibilities of mounting the EMI storage elements in NFS-based systems must be 

provided in order to be still competitive with a wide variety of commercial solutions. The benefits as 

such are a better integration of EMI storage elements in environments based on NFS4.1 and other file 

systems like GPFS or Lustre. In addition, the POSIX-file access across all the EMI storage elements 

enables interoperability that is relevant for many client applications in the Grid community. 

 

 NFS4.1 (POSIX) GPFS/LUSTRE (POSIX) 

DPM  beta  

STORM in investigation X 

dCache X  
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3.6. VOMS AS X.509 AND SAML BASED ATTRIBUTE AUTHORITY SERVICE 

 

The Grid community faces more and more integration of components from commercial software 

providers and thus EMI components should be able to work together with industry-based solutions. In 

this context, the SAML standard is widely adopted and enables a powerful protocol of transporting 

attribute statements. So far the Grid community relied on the VOMS service using its feature based on 

the release of signed attribute certificates including attribute statements about end-users. In a similar 

fashion the VOMS service will be augmented with the SAML protocol support in order to realize one 

X.509 and SAML-based AA service. 

 

Figure 6: VOMS server releasing signed SAML assertions as a new feature in EMI-1. 

 

VOMS 

As shown in Figure 6, the EMI-1 release will provide a VOMS service that is not only able to release 

signed X.509 attribute certificates as before, but will also release attribute statements within signed 

SAML assertions. 

Summary and Benefits 

The goal of EMI is to enable a broad adoption of the SAML open standard to be more interoperable 

with standard-based solutions with industry and commercial providers. In this field, SAML is clearly 

more adopted than the attribute certificates currently majorly used within the Grid community. Having 

the SAML support as part of the VOMS service within the EMI-1 release will enable other EMI 

components in subsequent EMI releases the usage of the SAML interface. 

 

 SAML 

Assertion  

Release 

SAML  

Assertion 

Retrieval 

VOMS  X  

Other 

EMI  

components 

in future EMI releases 

 X 
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3.7. GSI REMOVAL AND ADOPTION OF OPEN STANDARD HTTPS 

 

One of the key goals of the EMI project is to remove the dependency on the proprietary GSI meaning 

essentially the connection using HTTPG instead of the open standard HTTPS. This enables a better 

integration in Web-based solutions and enables better interoperability with commercial products as 

well. Many components within EMI will work on this during the course of this project and this section 

highlights those components that developed a service version that does not require any longer the GSI 

protocol. 

 

Figure 7: The newly developed dCache and VOMS version work both w/o GSI. 

 

dCache, VOMS 

As shown in Figure 7, the GSI removal will be primarily undertaken first by the dCache and VOMS 

component. Other components will follow in subsequent EMI releases. It should be noted that these 

systems will be not dependent on GSI, but will have not yet a delegation feature in place within EMI-1 

that was one of the benefits of using GSI. Nevertheless, ongoing research in EMI is progressing and 

will deliver delegation functionalities in the next subsequent EMI releases. 

Summary and Benefits 

The goal of EMI is to enable a broad adoption of the SAML open standard to be more interoperable 

with standard-based solutions with industry and commercial providers. In this field, SAML is clearly 

more adopted than the attribute certificates currently majorly used within the Grid community. Having 

the SAML support as part of the VOMS service within the EMI-1 release will enable other EMI 

components in subsequent EMI releases the usage of the SAML interface. 

 

 HTTPS 

(w/o GSI) 

VOMS  X 

dCache X 

Other 

EMI  

components 

in future EMI releases 

X 
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4. GLOSSARY 

 

AA – Attribute Authority 

ACL – Access Control List 

ARC – Advanced Resource Connector 

BDII – Berkeley Database Information Index 

BES – Basic Execution Service 

CE – Computing Element 

DPM – Disk Pool Manager 

EMI – European Middleware Initiative 

GPFS – General Parallel File System 

GSI - Grid Security Infrastructure  

HTTP – HyperText Transfer Protocol 

LHC – Large Hadron Collider 

NFS – Network File System 

OGF – Open Grid Forum 

OASIS – Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards 

PGI – Production Grid Infrastructure 

POSIX – Portable Operating System Interface [for UNIX] 

SAML – Security Assertion Markup Language 

SDO – Standard Development Organization 

SE – Storage Element 

SRM – Storage Resource Manager 

UCC – UNICORE Command-line Client 

UNICORE – Uniform Interface to Computing Resources 

VO – Virtual Organization 

VOMS – Virtual Organization Membership Service 
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